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measurements with lead it appeared that 150 cm Pb yielded the same 

Fig. 9. Comparison of the absorption of pene~ 
trating cosmic rays jn different illlaterials. The 
abscissa give the densities. The ordinates are 
the electron densities and the absorptions in 

relation toe the absorption in water. 

decrease as lOm of water + 
5 cm Pb. Then lead could be 
replaced by iron and thus the 
decrease in iron and lead could 
be compared. In the figure 8 
the obtained values bave been 
indicated for lOm of water and 
those for 143 cm Fe and 55 cm 
Fe with regard to those of lead. 

However, we have to bear 
in mind here that this is the 
ratio of the losses of energy 
for the rays at sea~level, i.e. 
that bun dIe of rays in which 
still energies of 109 e Volt 
occur. For a bundie of higher 
energies the ratio might differ, 
the radiation in lead beginning 
at a lower energy than in 

water. 
From these measurements it appeared that 6,9 m of water was equivalent 

to 1 m of lead. In table 8 the density and the proportion of absorption to 
that in water have been given as well as the proportion of the decrease 
to the density of thc electrons. It is evident that the absorption in water 
with respect to lead and iron agrees more with the density of the electrons 
than with the density itself, while it is also correct, if the average binding 
of the electrons plays a part, that towards the heavier elements the 
absorption grows somewhat less than is in agreement with the density of 
the electrons. That this density of the electrons plays a part is also in 
agreement with the fact that now we know th at the loss of energy below 
1011 e Volt is almost exc1usively a loss due to ionization. Finally it may 
be remarked that the results ag ree remarkably well with the calculation by 
BHABHA 10), who for the ratio of the absorption in lead and in water for 

mesons of 1011 e Volt found 7,2. 

In conclusion we wish to express our thanks to Dr. NlEUWENKAMP for 
his gravitation measurement in the Domanial Mine at a depth of 615 m. 
To the Managing Director, Ir. FOCK, and to the staff of the Domanial 
Mine we are greatly indebted for their great willingness and help and to 
Prof. VAN POELJE and Mr. D. H. VAN DAM for the financial assistance 
which by their mediation could be given for these researches. 

10) H. BHABHA. Proc. Roy Soc., London, 164, 257 (1938). 

Anatomy. - Index curves 1) of Pygmy and Veddoid tribes. Dravidian 
influences in the Indian Archipelago. By C. U. ARIËNS KAPPERS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 30, 1939.) 

While th ere is no doubt that the ulotrich Pygmy tribes are no race of 
their own, but should be grouped together with the taller ulotrich Melano~ 
derms 2), it is a striking fact that these dwarfish tribes show mu,h greater 
differences in their index curves than the taller Melanoderms from those 
circumequatorial regions wh ere they live and to whom they may be related. 

Practically all the tal! Melanesian, Indian and African Melanoderm 
tribes are meso~dolichocephalic 3). 

On the contrary among the Pygmies next to meso~dolichocephalic groups 
some tribes occur which, as a whoIe, are brachycephalic viz. the Mincopies 
of the Andaman islanels anel the Baining of New Britain, while there 
are also many brachycephalics amongst the Aeta of the Philippines anel 
Pesechem of New Guinea. As these brachycè'phalic Pygmy tribes only 
occur in the East, it seemed eloubtful to some authors whether these Pygmy 
tribes might be c1assified with the predóminantly mesocephalic Pygmies 
from the East and from Africa. 

Wao and ;MORANT even stateel that the Mincopies anel Aeta's are 
elegenerate Javanese tribes (1.c.i.) a statement, contested by GUHA. 

Among the African Pygmies hitherto no tribes are found which as a 
whoie, are preelominantly brachycephalic. Although also among them 
roundheaeleel individuals occur, as a group or groups they are fn'èsocephalic, 
as are also the Semang from Malacca anel the majority of the Melanesian 
Pygmies. 

The mesocephalic Pygmies apparently are the most numerous and most 
widely spread type. 

1) In all our curves the figure 70 stands for 70.00 to 70.99 etc 
2 . • 

) Accordmg to SCHLAGlNHAUFEN the Lapps from Kola should be also considered 
as Pygmies (Pygmäenrassen und Pygmäenfrage, Vierteljahrschr. der Naturf. Ges. in 
Zürich, 1916, p. 249), but he stands alone in this opinion. - Whereas according to BRYN 
the stature of the North Norwegian Lapps is 157,4 according to SCHREINER it is even 
164,17. Although they are short it is not proved that this shortness is hereditary, the 
more southern Lapps being taller. 

:1) WUh those few African Negro tribes, such as the Western Sara, and the Basoko, 
Batatela and Malela, who in addition to dolichomesocephalic individuals contain a certain 
Ilumber of brachycephalics, U is even doubtful if the shape of the head of their brachy~ 
cephalics is not artificially influenced. This holds good especially for the Sara West. 
measured by POUTRIN. (Contribution à J'étude des Pygmées d'Afrique, J'Anthropologie, 
Tome 21, 1910, p. 435). For the indices of these Negroes see Proc. Kon. Akad. v. 
Wetensch., Amsterdam, 39, 1 (1936), Table H, fig. 34. ~ 

Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v. Wetenseh., Amsterdam, Vol. XLII, 1939. 46 
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Sa the index curves of the Timorini from New Guinea 1) and the 
Semang from Malacca (TabIe I, fig. 1) run nearly parallel. Those of the 
African Badjele from the Cameraan district (fig. 2) and of the Basua 
from the Ituri forests near the great lakes are very similar to the indices 
of the Tapira from New Guinea (fig. 3). With all these groups the 
77 index is the most outstanding one, while their other indices also run 
nearly parallel. 

The Bushmen, whose size is equally dwarfish (144 cm for the males) are more doli~ 
chocephalic than the other African Pygmies, the most dolichocephalic group of which 
may be represented by POUTRIN's Batwa. Their bloodtype (PIJPER) is about the same 
as th at of J13LlEN's Badjele. Although nowadays they are restricted to South Africa, 
they formerly extended far more North into the Congo region. 

They differ from the other African Pygmies by a somewhat lighter skin and some 
Mongoloid ~eatures, which, according to VON EICKSTEDT (l.c.i.), may indicate an 
Asiatic origin of this people. These Mongoloid features, however, may be a convergency 
process, like the Jewish features of several Papuans. Their blood type and the considerable 
number of dolichocephalics amongst them are not in favonr of this conception either. ----

While Pygmy tribes with a 77 index peak occur in the whole circum~ 
equatorial region (except America) , Figs. 4, 5 and 7 show that those with 
(77) 78 and 80 index peaks are also widely spread. 

This type, occurring with BIJLMER'S 2) Pania mountain Pygmies from 
N ew Guinea (fig. 7) even is the most numerous one in Africa (fig. 4 and 5). 

1) BIJLMER, Anthropological results of the Dutch Scientific Central New Guinea 
expedition AO 1920, followed by an essay on the anthropology of the Papuans. Disserta
tion, Amsterdam 1922. 

2) BIJL MER, Tapiro and Pania mountain Papuans. Results of the anthropological 
Mimika expedition 1935-'36. Nova Guinea, New Series, Vol. lIl, 1939, p. 113. (See 
also BIJLMER, Naar de Achterhoek v. d. Wereld, 1938.) 
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TlJ,e close resemblance of these Eastern Pygmies with the AE~ican groups 
also appears from a comparison of the female Semangindicès with those 
of the female African Pygmies hitherto mt;:asured (fig. 6). Their curves 
run practically parallel. In bath in addition to the 77 and 80 peaks also a 
pronounced 82 e1evation occurs. AnalogoLls elevations are shown by the 
fema1e Pygmies trom N~w Guinea, added to fig. 6. 

We thus find that Pygmy tribes resembling the taller Melanoderms 
(whose index curves are identical) are wide1y spread in the tropics, in 
Africa as weU as in Malacca and Me1anesia. 

In other respects these Pygmy groups differ from the ta11 Melanoderms, 
by some features common to all these dwarfish tribes. So Dr. BIJLMEI~, our 
New Guinea explorer, was struck by the resemblance of his New Guinea 
Pygmies and the African Pygmies reproduced by VALL'ors 1). All of them 
are characterized by infantile features: long arms, lanugo~ljke body hair, 
front bombé, deep nose root .. 

A further brachycephalization, not observed with the taller Me1anoderms, 
occurs with the Pesechem from N ew Guinea (fig. 8), the Aeta "of the 
Philippines (fig. 9 and 10), and especially with the Mincopies from the 
Andaman islands and the Baining Erom New Britain (fig. 11). 

Yet in our opinion this is a secondary process, the gradual change Erom 
a mesocephalic to a brachycephalic type being quite evident with these 
groups. Among the Peseçhem (and Morup) described by VAN DEN 
BrWEK 2), the indices (fig. 8) show high 81 and 83-85 e1evations, occur~ 
ring also with the Baining. Likewise among the Aeta from the Philippines, 
whose bloodtype resembles that of the African BadjeIe, different types 
occur. 

In fig. 9 in which we registered the Aeta, measured by REED, BARIWWS 
and the Reverend VAN OVEHBERGH 3), a 77 (8) elevation fails. 

The highest e1evation in this group is the 80 peak, conspicuous aIso 
with the Pan ia mountain Pygmies and with several African tribes. But in 
addition this group shows an 82 elevation, failing with the male African 
Pygmies but indicated with the male Semang and very dis tin ct in the curve 
of the female African Pygmies, female Semang, and on the female Melane~ 
sian Pygmies. 

In NEWTON's Aeta (fig. 10) this 82 peak, common also to our Malay 
groups (these Proceed. Vol. 42, p. 48) is the only one. Yet, though same 
admixture with Malays occurred in REED's Negritos, NEWTON carefully 
selected pureblooded Negritos (cf. Am. Journ. of Phys. Anthrop. Vol. Hl, 
20, p. 1). 

1) VALLOIS, Les Pygmées et J'origine de J'homme. Revue scientifique Juin 1938. 
2) V AN DEN BROEK, Zur Anthropologie des Bergstammes Pesechem im Innern van 

Niederländisch Neu-Guinea. Résultats de J'Expédition scientifique Néerlandaise à la 
Nouvelle Guinée, Vol. VII, 1915. 

3) For Rev. M. VAN OVERBERGH's ethnological studies on this people, see Anthr<ll!pos, 
Bnd. 20, 1925, p. 148, and p. 399, and Anthropos, Bnd. 21, 1929, p. 1. . 

46* 
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The curve of male Aeta skulls, added to fig. 10, even shows that 
further brachycephalized individuals are not rare among the Aeta, the 
84 index being dominant in th is curve. Since the cephalic index always is 
somewhat higher than the skull index of the same individuall), this 
implies a brachycephaly resembling that of the Andamanese and Baining. 

With the Mincopies or Andamanese, registerèd in fig. 11, this process 
of brachycephalization has still further advanced, which is probably due 
to a greater inbreeding in this group, brachycephaly being dominant in 
heredity (FRETS). Their highest peaks are at 81 and 84, the 84 peak 
being also common with our Malay groups. 

About parallel to the Andamanese curve is that of the Baining from 
New Britain or Neu~Pommern (same figure), who also have a conspicuous 
84 (83-85) elevation equally occurring with the Pesechem (fig. 8). 

Whereas nearly all indices registered in our cephalic curves (fig. 11) of 
the Baining and Andamanese are brachyc~phalic, the derivation also of 
these groups from a primitive mesocephalic Pygmy type is suggested by the 
cranial indices registered in fig. 12. 

The male Andamanese skulls show a pronounced 78 peak, corresponding 
about with an 80 cephalic peak. With the Baining skulls this primitive 
cranial 78 peak is still more outstanding and moreover combined with a 
pronounced cranial 76 peak corresponding with a cephalic 78 elevation. 
In addition both skulI curves show a brachycephalic elevation at 82, 
especially the cranial Andamanese skulk 

The 76 and 78 peaks in these skull curves make it probable that, just 
as the Aeta and Pesechem, the Andamanese and Baining are in a process 
of brachycephalization and that this process is further aelvanced in the 
groups registered in the cephalic curves of these peopJe. 

There consequently is no reason to accept a Malay origin to explain 
the 82 and 84 elevation in the Andamanese and Aeta curves, since such 
peaks also occur with the Pesechem anel Baining, and this brachycephaly 
can be shown to have arisen gradually from a mesocephalic type. 

No doubt the Pygmies with a prevailing mesocephalic index, sllch as 
the Timorini, Tapiro and Pania mountain Pygmies of New Guinea, the 
Semang from Malacca anel the African Pygmies, represent the more 
primitive groups. The fact th at these primitive Pygmy types, resembling 
each other also in other respects, occur in such elistant regions suggests that 
their spread must be of a very old date, just as with the talIer Me1anoelerms, 
whose index curves arè similar to theirs. 

In our opinion the closest link between the Eastern and African Pygmies 

1) In dolichocephalic people the cephalic index may even be three points higher 
than the cranial index. In mesocephalic ,individuals the cephalic index is about two 
points higher than the cranial index, in brachyüephalic individuals the difference rarely 
surpasses one point. In hyperbrachycephalic people there is hardly any difference between 
the cephalic and skull index. 
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are the Semang, who like the Bushmen and other African Pygmies are 

also conspicuous by their "peppercorn" hair. 
Why among the Pesechem of Melanesia, the Aeta of the Philippines and 

especially with the Andamanese and Baining so many roundrheaded types, 
hardly observed among the taller Melanoderms, occur is still obscure. The 
fact that smaller individuals frequently have a rounder head (PITTARD, 
DONICI, KLEIWEG DE ZWAAN) cannot explain this since some of the meso-
cephalic Pygmy tribes, especially the Bushmen (144 om)/ African Pygmies 
(143--142 cm) and Tapiro (145 cm), are smaller than the brachycephalic 
Aeta (147 cm), Andamanese (149 cm) and Baining (153 cm). Considering, 
however, BOAS' researches on Jewish and Armenian immigrants, poor 
circumstances together with inbreeding may play a part. The Baining are 
used as slaves by their taller neighbours, while the Andamanese, whose 
nu mb er rapidly decreases, live under very poor conditions and the Aeta 
maintain their halfrstarved Jives (REED) 1) with great difficulty . 

According to LAPIQUE 2) dolichocephalic Negritolike ulotrich individuals 
occur among the Kadars of India, a predominantly kymotrich people 
extending as far as Burma. They were more carefully examined by GUl-IA 3), 
who measured 112 males. As Dr. GUl-lA kindly gave me the individual 
indices of his group, I made a curve of them (TabIe Il, fig. 1) which shows 
that they are far more longrheaded than the abovermentioned Pygrny 
tribes, having their greatest frequency at 73. 

GUHA confirms that there is a Negrito strain with frizzly hair amongst 
the Kadars, some of whom had a stature below 150 cm. He considers this 
strain (three individuals of which are photographed on plate 11 of his 
work) as related to the Semang of Malacca. But as their index shows a 
much lower average (73.0 -+ 0.18) than the Semang, GUHA supposes the 
dolichocephaly of the Kadars to be due to intermixture of a Semang like 
group with same dolichocephalic race which may be responsible also for 
the long spirals of ha ir not rarely occurring with them. Their coefficient 
of racial likeness, according to him, points to a relationship with the 
nattu Malayans 4) and Yeruva (two taller Dravidian tribes ). VON 
EICKSTEDT 5) groups the Kadars with his Veddoid (Malide) Indians. 

1) REED, Negritos of Zambales Ethnologïcal Survey pub!., Manila, Vol. 2, part J, 
1904. 

2) LAPI(~UE. Note sommaire SUl' une mission ethnologique dans Ie sud de !'Inde. BuIl. 
du museum d'Histoire nat.. T. 2, 1905, p. 283. 

3) GUl-IA, Racial affinities of the peoples of India. See Census of India 1931. Vol. I, 
part. lIl, Ethnographical (pub!. in 1935). KÖRBIN also measured five Kadars. See ]AGOR, 

Zts. f. Ethno!.. Vol. XI, 1879, p. 1. 
4) The word "Malayan" indicates that this peop],e belongs to the Malayani speaking 

tribes. They have nothing to do with our Malay-tribes, the word Malay seems to have 
different meanings in this Fore-Indian word (= hili or mountain) and in the expression 
Orang malayu (malayu = fled or driven away). 

5) VON EICKSTEDT. Rassenkunde und Rassengeschichte der Menschheit. Stuttgart, 

1934. p. '184 (see also p. 182). 
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In fig. 2 I added a curve of his Predravidian Panyans (stature 156.5 cm), 
which closely approaches the Kadar curve. Their nasal indices and type of 
ha ir are also the same (HADDON, v. EEICKSTEDT). The Panyans again 
resembIe the Australians in their index curve (fig. 2) and also in their 
bloodtype by a very large A and small B component. (AIY AYAPPAN 1) ). 
The real Veddahs, also predominantly dolichocephalic, are distinctly 
kymotrich, while they have a less dark complexion and not such an infantile 
body build as the ulotrich Pygmies. Their stature (± 156 cm) also exceeds 
that of the real Pygmies (+- 145 cm). 

In view of the dolichocephalic and kymotrich character of the majority 
of the Kadars, for this type a relationship with kymotrich Australo~Pre~ 
dravidian and Veddoid peopJe is very likely. 

Fig. 3 shows that among the Veddahs, in addition to their prevailing 
dolichocephalic indices. a small 78 (and 80) elevation occurs, thus 
indicating a tendency to mesocephaly. This mesocephaly is far more 
pronounced with the Senoi or Sakai 2) (fig. 4) and with some other 
kymotrich groups of low stature (± 155 cm), living in the Indian 
archipelago and which should be considered here. 

According to HAGEN 3) and KLEIWEG DE ZWAAN 4) the Kubus of 
Sumatra are related to the Sakai (according to Shebesta to the Jakun of 
Malacca 5) ). The few cephalic indices of these kymotrich dwarfs recorded 
by I-lAGEN and VOLZ, registered in Table nl, fig. 5, though toa scanty 
to give a reliable impression, suggest that they are predominantly 
mesocephalic. 

The SAI~ASINS 6), KLEIWEG DE ZWAAN 7) and SCHLAGINHATJFEN (l.c.) 
consider the Toala and cognate Tomuna and Tokea of S.W. Celebes as 
Veddoid. The few Veddoid, and numerOllS brachycephalic indices in the 
group measured by the SARASINS (fig. 7) sllggest astrong Malay admixture. 

Recently, however, other dwarfish Celeban grollps have been described, 

1) AIYAYAPPAN, B1oodgroups of the Predravidians etc. Man, Vol. 36, 1936, p. 191 
and RUGGLES GATES, Zts. f. Rassenkunde, Vol. 9, 1939, p. 58. 

2) FIere I may draw the attention to the fact that the index curve of the Sakai does 
not differ much from that of thc Semang. Yet, all those who know both peoples, confirm 
their racial diversity. Cf. R. MARTIN, Die Inlandstämme der Malayischen Halbinsel, Jena, 
1905; and SKEAT and BLAGDEN, Pagan tribes of the Malay PeninsuIa, Vol. 1. p. 1929. 
London, 1906. 

3) HAGEN, Die Orang Kubu auf Sumatra. Veröffentl. a. d. Städt. Völker Museum, 
Frankfurt alM .. 1908. 

4) KLEIWEG DE ZWAAN. De rassen van den Indischen archipel, 1925. 
5) For the questions in connection with th is matter, especially on Sumatra I also refer 

to BARTLETT's paper on the problem of Negrito and Vedda elements in the population 
of Sumatra. Proceed. of the fifth pacific congress, Victoria and Vancouver, 1934, p. 2851. 

Q) SARASIN, Versuch einer Anthropologie der Insel Celebes, Teil II. Die Varietäten 
des Menschen auf Celebes, Wiesbaden, 1906; and: Ueber die Toalafrage. Zeitschrift für 
Rassenkunde, Bd. 1, 1933. 

7) KLEIWEG DE ZWAAN, Bijdrage tot de Anthropologie van Celebes. Tijdschrift Kon. 
Ned. Aardrijksk. Genootschap, 1929. 
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whose indices correspond more closely with those of the Veddah and 
Sakai: the To Loinang from Central East Celebes (stature 154.6 cm) and 
especially the To Pakawa (stature 152.75 cm) from Central West Celebes. 

WECK'S To Loinang (from Simpang in the Loinang district near Boenta) 
are described by KLEIWEG DE ZWAAN as a Veddoid group with a 
considerable amount of a leiotrich, probably Malay admixture. Similarly 
KAULDERN 1) was struck by the Malay features of several individuals of 
a related group from the same district and he also considers the To Loinang 
as having Malay admixture. KAULDERN gave no measurements of his 
To Loinang, but since these Malay features also occurred with WECK's 
To Loinang this might explain the 82 elevation in their curve (fig. 5), this 
index peak being quite common in Malay groups. 

Among the To Pakawa measured and bloodtyped by TESCH 2) Malay 
features and indices practically fail. Their indices (tig. 6) are of the 
Veddoid especially of the Sakai range. KAULDERN leaves i1' undecided if 
their appearance is Veddoid or not, but according to TEscH the ma jority 
of them is kymotrich. Their bloodtype (A: 18.3; B: 40.3; 0: 38; TEscH 
shows a high B component, as it does in the Tamils and Dravidas and as 
may be the case in the Veddah, in so far as the on1y five Veddah hitherto 
bloodtyped (HILL) allowan opinion. 

Aeeording to KRUYT (personal eommunication) the To Pakawa have many features in 
common with the Toradja. Since, however, the head indices and also the bloodtype of 
TESClfs pure Toradja' (A: 25.5 %, B: 29.6 %, 0: 36.2 %) are very different from those 
of the To Pakawa, the Toradja affinities. occurring with them may be due to Toradja 
admixture. 

The same fig. 6 in which the To Pakawa are registered shows the 
indices of 129 male Igorotes of North Luzon, chiefly measured by 
BENNETT BEAN (partly by BARROWS and KRÖBER). 

BEAN 3, who made the most detailed study of this people, says that 
they are predominantly straight~haired but th at several of them are 
kymotrich. The colour of their skin is light brown. According to him the 
Igorotes (especially the Lowland Igorotes) resembIe the Sakai or Senoi 
of Malacca in many other somatic features and BEAN is convinced that the 
wavy~haired people amongst them (also observed by JENKS 4) and 
WORCESTER 5) among the Bontoe Igorotes) belong to the same group as 
MARTIN'S pure Sakai. Their stature (154 cm) also faUs in the same range 

1) KAULDERN, Anthropological notes from Celebes. Ethnological studies No. IV, 
Göteborg, 1937. 

2) TESCH, Voorloopige aanteekeningen over anthropologisch onderzoek bij de be
woners van Midden-Celebes. L Bloedgroepen. Geneesk. Tijdsehr. voor Neder!. Indië. 
Af!. 31, Deel 78, 1938. 

:1) R. BENNETT BEAN, The Benguet Igorotes. A somatological study of the line folk 
of Benguet and Lepanto Bontoe. Philipp. Journ. of Science, Vo!. In, 1918, p. 413. 

4) JENKS, The Bontoe Igorotes. Pub!. of the Ethn. Survey, Manilla, 1905, Vol. 1. 
5) WORCESTER, The non-christian tribes of Northern Luzon. Philipp. Journ. of 

Science, Vol. I, 1906. 
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as th at of the Sakai (154 cm), To Loinang (154.6 cm) and To Pakawa 
(152.75 cm). 

Their bloodtype differs from the To Pakawa type, resembling the 
Nesiot or Melanesian type by a smaller B component. 

Considering the possible occurrence of Veddoid or rather Predravidian 
elements on Celebes and the other anthropological relationships between 
this island and the Philippines, mentioned in my preceding paper, a Sakai 
strain in the population of Luzon may not be excluded 1). 

PRIMITIVE ELEMENTS ON SUMATRA AND JAVA. 

As the 82 peak, occurring with the Aeta and the 84 peak, occurring 
with the Andamanese, are indicated regularly in our Malay curves (see 
these Proceedings Vol. 42, 1939, Table III) I should refer here to the 
work of WOO and MORANT 2), who were struck by the resemblance of the 
Aeta and Andamanese skulls with the Javanese skuIIs examined by 
VON BONIN 3) (and Burmese skulls recorded by Miss TILDESLEY 4)) and 
who believe that the Aeta and Andamanese came originally from Java or 
from the neighbouring mainland, being related to the J avanese (and 
Burmese) but having degenerated since. 

This conception is strongly criticised by GUI-IA G). N otwithstanding a 
resemblance in skull shape, expressed also in our cephalic curves, but 
considered by us as a secondary process, several arguments may be 
advanced against a relationship between the brownish leiotrich Javanese 
and the dark ulotrich Mincopies and Aetas, e.g. the difference in bloodtype 
between the Malay and Aeta (the Andamanese bloodtype has never been 
examined 6) ) . 

Vet, it should not be a priori excluded that Negrito elements are 
absorbed in some of the tribes of the Great Sunda islands, especially on 
the island of Sumatra which lies so near Malacca with its Semang and 
not far from the Andaman islands. 

So for the Batta BARTLETT (1.c.s.) pronounced himself in favour of the 

1) For the possible occurrence of Veddoid tra ces in more Eastern parts of the Indian 
Ocean sec F. SARA SIN, Spuren einer früherenWeddiden Bevölkerung auf der Insel Roti 
ader Rote bei Timor. Zeitschr. f. Rassenkunde. Bnd. 7, 1938, p. 251, and W. L. MEYER, 
Anthropologische und odontologische Untersuchungen auf den kleinen Sunda InseIn 
Timor und Rote. Festschrift der odontologischen Gesellsch. Base!. 1936. 

2) WaQ and MaRANT. A preliminary classification of Asiatic races based on craniaI 
measurements, Biometrika, Vol. 24, 1932, p. 12. 

3) VON BONIN, Beitrag ZUl' Craniologie von Ost-Asiën. Biometrika. Vol. 23. 1931. 
p. 52. 

4) TILDESLEY, A first study of the Burmese skull. Biometrika. Vol. 23. 1921. p. 176. 
5) GUHA, Census of India. Vol. 1. part lIl, 1936, p. 53. 
6) This is the more to be regretted as this people approaches its extinction, only a 

thousand or less being alive. Hitherto the Semang have not been blood typed either. 
another regrettable gap on our knowIedge. 
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relationship of some of their tribes (or marga). especially the Pardembanan 
of Asahan with the Negritos. With three out of seventy five Pardembanan 
Batta examined BARTLETT found curly hair. 

Evidently this argument might just as weil -- and even with more right 
be alleged in favour of Veddah influence on th is people. BARTLETT, 
however, does not believe that there is any "Vedda"~like group, not even 
in the PeninsuIa (Malacca) which might not have originated by admixture 
of primitive Malays and Negritos (l.c.p. 2857), a rather bold statement for 
the truth of which I can find no proof whatever in BAIn'LETT'S paper 1) 
in which the stature of his Pardembanan is not mentioned even. 

As long as BARTLETT does not prove that the Vedda element is nothing 
but a blend of some Negrito group with a leiotrich or kymotrich race 1), 
I believe with MARTIN, SKEAT and BLAGDEN, HADDON a.a. that the Sakai 
and the Veddoids in general are not directly related with the Negrito. 
More likely his Pardembanan have acquired the features referred to from 
some Dravidian admixture, or from Paleomongolid influence 2) 
considering the high 83 index of his group, which is quite conspicuous also 
with the Atchinese 3) and with Toba and other Batta registered in fig. 4. 

Dravidian influence on the population of Sumatra has long been 
recognized. It was traced ethnologically and linguistically by KERN and 
JOUSTRA 4), and by TIlDEMAN 5), pathologically (on account of the spread 
of rhinoscleroma) by SNIj'DERS 6) anel anthropologically for the Sembiring 
Ba tta by Miss KEERS 7). 

Also the Batta blood type comes close to that of several Pore Indian 

"[) BAlnLETT might allege the resemblance of our Sakai and Semang curves .. - Yet 
if the Sakai or Senoi were a blend of the Semang with some other race on Malacca this 
other race probably is not Malay in the usual sense of the word. It would besides be 
strange that the rea! Negrito characters do not Mendel out again in the Senoi and that 
this mixture should have such a uniform character. 

2) Whose indices are registered in the interrupted curve of fig. 4. Table rIL 
3) See Fig.!' Table lIl, of my Index curves of Asia and the great Sunda Islands. 

Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v. Wetensch., Amsterdam. 42, 41 (1939). 
4) KERN. Bijdragen tot de taal-, land- en volkenkunde v. Ned. Indië. Kon. Instituut, 

Ser. 7, Vol. I, p. 358. and JOUSTRA, De Batakspiegel. Uitg. v. h. Batak Instit. No. 21, 
1926. 

5) TIDEMAN, Hindoe-invloed in Noordelijk Batakland. Ibidem 1936. 
6) E. P. SNIJDERS, An endemie focus of Rhinoscleroma in Sumatra. (Dutch East

Indies). Proc. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch .. Amsterdam. 34, 1426 (1931), and Peestbundel 
v. h. Geneesk. Tijdschrift v. Ned. Indië. 1936, p. 397. 

7) W. KEERS. Anthropologisch onderzoek van de Karo-Batak. Geneeskund. Tijdschr. 
v. Ned. Indië, 1937, and W. KEERS,. Anthropologische Untersuchung über den Sembiring 
Marga der Karo-Batak. Acta Neerlandica Morphologiae normalis et pathologiae. Vol. I, 
1937-'38, p. 76. The 238 Karo Batta in my curve are rearranged by me by leaving our 
those out with an index of 65, 91 and 92. Miss KEERS' own curve, published in the first 
melltioned paper and containing 286 males, differs from mine by having its highest peak 
at 79. I do not know. however. if her grouping of the indices is the same as mine. In my 
curves 80 stands for 80-80.99. With several other authors however 80 stands for 
79.5-80.49. 
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tribes. Furthermore HEINE GELDERN and TICHELMAN 1) pointed to a 
relationship between Batta and Burma art. Veddoid influence on Sumatra 
has been advocated by VOLZ 2) and by KLEIWEG DE ZWAAN 3). 

While J OlJSTRA pointed to Dravidian, especially Tamil influence, 
TIDEMAN mentions two separate ways of immigration, an older one Erom 
Southern India, Deccan, and a more recent one Erom Northern India: 

Bengal and the Ganges Delta. 
The latter conclusion is supported by a comparison of the index curves. 

Comparing figs. 1. 2 and 3 of Table In one is struck by the resemblanc:e 
of the index curves of RISLEY'S Dravidian Kayasatha cast of Bengal 
(fig. 2) and Miss KEEr~s' Simbiring Batta (fig. 3). The Tamils (fig. 1) 
apparently are more dolichocephalic than the Kayasatha. Considering the 
fact that the Kayasatha live immediately north of the Ganges Delta and 
of Chota Nagpur which, according to TIDEMAN and SNIJDERS, is one of 
the starting points of this migration, the resemblance of the Kayasatha 
and Sembiring curves affords an argument the more for their conclusion. 

The same holds good for Miss KEERS' Karo Batta. Although by some 
other features this group of Batta differs from the Sembiring --- their 

index curves are nearly identical. 
Considering that the Batta blood groups hitherto recorded also come 

very near Dravidian bloodgroups this may be considered as an argu~ 
ment the more th at the Batta are strongly mixed with some branch of the 
Dravidian race, which, in the Toba and other Batta, is again complicated 
with some Burmese Paleomongolid elements (indicated also among the 
Kayasatha), as is suggested by the 83 and 85 elevation in their curve. 

Also Sakai influence on Sumatra is probable since MOSZKOWSKY 
observed real Sakai on Sumatra and VOLZ and HAGEN believe the Kubu 
of Palembang to be related to them as weIl. The number of Kubus hitherto 
measured, however, is too small to give a reliable index curve (fig. 5). 

For the question as to the occurrence of primitive elements on Java we 
may consult the data furnished by KOHLBRUGGE 4), KLEIWEG DE ZWAAN 5) 
and NYESSEN 6). The first author examined the people of the Tengger 
mountains (E. Java), a tribe evidently more primitive than the Malays. 
There are leio~ and kymotrich elements amongst them. Their skin 

1) TICHELMAN, Prof. R. HEINE GELDERN over het muilmotief in de Bataksche 

plastiek. Cultureel Indië, Iste Jaargang, Febr. 1939, p. 54. 
2) VOLZ, Nord-Sumatra, Vol. 1 and 2, 1909-1912. 
3) KLEIWEG DE ZWAAN, Ons mooi Indië, 1925, p. 134; and KLEIWEG DE ZWAAN, 

The Vedda element in the population of the East Indian Archipelago. Congrès inter~ 
national des sciences anthropologiques et ethnologiques. London, 1934, p. 201. 

4) KOHLBRUOGE, J'Anthropologie des Tenggerois, lndonesiens montagnards de Java. 

I'Anthropologie, 1898, p. 1. 
5) KLEIWEG DE ZWAAN, Ons mooi Indië, 1925. 
0) NYESSEN, The races of Java. Weltevreden, 1929. NYESSEN, Somatical investigation 

of the J avanese, 1929. 
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resembles that of the Batta, the nose is large and flat, the stature 
varies Erom 158-164 cm, those from Wonokitri being the smallest. The 
average index of 130 men, measured by KOHLBRUGGE is 79, 71. Also in 
some other respects they approach the Batta. KOHLBRlJGGE does not link 
them up with a Negrito~like people and emphasizes that former assertions 
on the occurrence of such a people on Java (viz. the Kalangs) are entirely 
devoid of scientific arguments. 

This au thor does not speak in his paper on the eventual occurrence of Veddah 
elements on Java and KLEIWEG DE ZWAAN (I.c., p. 142) only gives a photo of a 
Javanese from Tj. Ngawen, showing a Veddoid type with kymotrich hair. 

Recently NVESSEN published more data on the Tenggerese. He also 
examined the mountain dweil ers oE the S, Preangel' (W. Java) and 
collected valuable data on the Usings of Mat jan Pootih, in Java's extreme 
Eastern Low Lands. 

Fig. 6 Table II shows that in the index curve of his Tenggerese 1) the 
82 and 84 peaks -- so characteristic of the Javanese fail. Their highest 
peak is at 80, prominent aIso with several Dravidian groups. 

This curve suggests that NVESSEN's supposition that with the Tenggerese 
we have to do with a Dravidian remnant or with a Pacific group related 
to the Predravidians is right, their hair being also frequentIy kymotrich 
and the stature of the Tenggerese, especially of those measured by 
KOl-ILDRlJGGE at Wonokitri (158 cm), being also of the same range. 

According to NVESSEN among the South Priangan mountain dwellers 
a similar people occurs. This holds good especially for the people in one 
of the Priangan dessas examined by NYESSEN (Tjaringin) among whom 
also the 80 index prevails. The complication at their curve with a high 
84 index elevation, however, suggests that this group contains a large 
number of Javanese or Sundanese elements, not indicated in the Tenggerese. 

CONCLUSION. 

Although all ulotrich Pygmy tribes have many features in common, 
there is no reason to consider the African, Malaccan, Andamanese, 
Philippine and Melanesian Pygmies as having arisen from one central 
Pygmy stock. The points of resemblance between Banttls and African 
Pygmies and those between Papuans and Melanesian Pygmies, show that 
the various Pygmy tribes originated in various taU Melanoderm tribes. 

1) NYESSEN compares this people with the S. Chinese. His group of S. Chinese 
unfortunately escaped my attention wh en I was writing my preceding paper. The curve 
of the indices found by NYESSEN resembles the curve of Shicolwgocofs South Chinese 
(Cantonese) published in my preceding paper (Table Il, fig. 10) in having a 78, 80 and 
82 peak. It differs from it by having alowel' 78 and higher 80 and 82 peak. Although 
the average index of his Tenggerese and Sou th Chinese is about the same and both 
groups have an 80 peak the Tenggerese curve differs too much from the S. Chin~e by 
the lack of a 78 and 82 peak to be considered as a related group.' 

I 
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The difference in head shape amongst the various Pygmy tribes and 
between them and the tall Melanoderms may be considered as secondary 
changes. 

The most primitive Pygmy groups resembling each other as well as 
the taller Melanoderms in their index curve are the Timorini and Tapiro 
from New Guinea, the Semang from Malacca and the African Pygmies. 
Like the taller Melanoderms, they are predominantly mesocephalic, diffe~ 
ring from them by their infantile features, such as relatively long arms, 
lanugo like covering of the body, front bombé and de ep nose root. 

Though some Eastern tribes, viz. the Andamanese and Aeta, are 
further brachycephalizeè, and their index curves show peaks, common to the 
Malay curves (the Andamanese 82 and Aeta 84 peaks). there are no suffi~ 
cient arguments to con si der them as related to the non~melanoderm, kymo~ 
or leiotrich Malays, especially not to the J avanese, since they are even 
more Negroid in appearance than the other Pygmies and their brachy~ 
cephaly may be a secondary process, as with the Baining from New Britain 
(Neu~Pommern) and the Pesechem of New Guinea, in which these peaks 
also occur and who certainly are not related to the Javanese. 

The cause of the gradual increase of brachycephaly with these tribes 
may be partly sought for an inbreeding under the poor conditions, in which 
the Andamanese, Aeta and Baining live, the tendency to brachycephaly 
under such conditions being well established (BOAS; KAPPERS). 

A direct genetic relationship of the ulotrich Pygmy tribes with small 
kymotrich Predravidian gl'OUpS, such as the Sakai of Malacca and Veddah 
of Ceylon, is very doubtful. 

The real Pygmies are more dosely related to the taller ulotrich Melano~ 
derms. They have less primitive characteristics than the so~called Veddoid 
people (ulotrieh, especially peppercorn hair, as occurring with the real 

Pygmies and taller Melanoderms being a secondary feature). Apart from 
being kymotrieh, the Veddoid groups are not so small 1 ), and also in other 

respects they have less infantile characteristics than the ulotrich Pygmy 

tribes. Also by their more pronounced dolichocephaly they rather resemble 
the Predravidians. 

The anthropological position of the dwarfish groups in general in con~ 

nection with their taller juxtaposed tribes is by no means dear. 

First of all we should realize that. though a hereditary male stature of 

150 cm. or less is commonly accepted as allowing us to speak of a Pygmy 
tribe, this is an arbitrary conception, as there is no dis tin ct borderline in 

the hereditary length of human groups. Although for most ulotrich Pygmies 

1) The Aeta have an average stature of 147 cm, theMincopies and Semang 149 cm 
and the Bushmen of 144.4 cm, the African Efé 143 cm, the Batwa 141.5 cm, the Tapiro 
145 cm. Veddoid statures are considerably taller: the Veddah from Ceylon have an 
average of 156 (v. Eickstedt) or even 157.6 (Sarasin), the Toala 157.5; Sakai 154; the 
Panyans 156.5 cm. 
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such statures are quite common even some ulotrich Pygmy tribes surpass 
this limit. the average of the Pesechem (v. D. BROEK) and Baining (BAUER) 
being 152 cm., of the Pania mountainPygmies 152.8 crtL (BIJLMER ). 

The question as to what determines a minor hereditary body size is as 
yet obscure. 

As, notwithstanding KOLLlVlANN'S assertions, th ere is no sufficient 
reason to ascribe a dwarfish body size to prehistorie humanity we should 
accept a common ancestry of the Pygmies and those taller people th at may 
be regarded as their juxtaposed tribes. We furthermore know that, while 
under favourable circumstances there is a tendency in humanity to increase 
in stature 1) (BOLK, VAN DEN BIWEK), unfavourable circumstances have 
the inverse result (BOAS). 

In common ancestral groups, naturally containing people of smaller and 
larger stature, and different endocrine constitutions, a segreg ation of the 
smaller and less fit may have occurred. Inbreeding among these segregated 
people may have led to heredita'ry dwarfishness, perhaps enhanced by 
unfavourable conditions in thêir places of refuge. The general infantile 
body build (short legs, lanugo hair, front bombé, deep nose root) pleads 
for a partly infantile endocrine constitution. 

Already KEITH 2), BOLK 3) and STOCKHARD 4) emphasized the importance 
of endocrine constitutions also for racial or group differentiation. _ 

In th is connection I refer to ETTORE LEV I's 5) contributions on infantilism and here
ditary essential microsomia, to RISCHBIETH and BARRINGTON's paper 6 ) on dwarfism, 
GILFORD's Hunterian lechure 7) on infantilism, to HANHART's H) studies on an inbreeding 
group of dwarfs in the Samnaun valley, Unter-Engadin and to BERBLINGER's chapter 9) 
on nannosomia pituitaria, to which Profs. VAN CREVELD and KREDIET kindly called 
my attention. -

1) For the Dutch people see BOLK. Ueber die Körperlänge der Niederländer und deren 
Zunahme in den letzten Dezennien. Verslagen der Kon. Akad. v. Wetenseh" Amsterdam, 
1914 (also in Zeitschr. f. Morph. und Anthrop., Bnd, 18, 1914, p. 15) and v, D, BrWEK, 
De anthrop. samenstelling der bevolking van Nederland, Mensch en Maatschappij, 1930. 
The same has been observed with other peoples (e,g. the Enç]Iish and the Japanese). 

2) KEITH 10 schema delJ'origine umana. Volume giubilare in onore di Giuseppe 
Sergi. Rivista di Antropologia, Vol. 20, 1916, p. 1. 

3) BOLK, Die Menschwerdung, Fischn, Jena 1924; On the problem of Anthropo~ 
genesis. Proc. Kon. Akad. v. Wetenseh., Amsterdam, 29, 1926; On the origin of human 
races, Ibidem, Vol. 30, 1927. 

4) STOCKARD, The physical basis of personality, Narton and Co" New-York, 1931. 
5) E. LEVI, Contribution à I'étude de I'infantilisme type Lorrain. Nouv. Iconographie 

de la Salpétrière, Vol. 21, 1908, p. 296 and Contribution à la Connaissance de la Micra
somie enentielIe heredofamiliale, Ibidem, Vol. 23, 1910, p. 522. 

6) RISCHBIETH and BARRINGTON, Eugenics Laboratory Memoirs, Vol. 15, 1912, 
") Lancet, part. 1, 1914, p. 664. 

8) HANHART, Ueber die Bedeutung der Erforschung von Inzuchtsgebieten an der 
Hand von Ergebnissen bei Sippen mit heriditärer Ataxie, heredodegenerativem Zwerg~ 
wuchs und sporadischer Taubstumheit. Schweizerische medizinische Wochenschr" 1924, 
p, 1148. Cf. also W, SCHEIDT, Allgemeine Rassenkunde. München, 1925, p. 409. 

9) In M. HmSCH, Handbuch der Inneren Sekretion. Leipzig, Vol. I, 1932, p, 982, 
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In conclusion I wish to express my thanks to the late Dr. LEBZEL TER 
and to Dr. W ASTL of Vienna for the Aeta measurements taken by the 

I 

Reverend VAN OVERBERGH; to Dr. HrWLICKA, Washington, for allowing 
me to use NEWT~N'S individu al Aeta measurements, kindly copied from 
the original by Dr. LELAND W. PARr~, to Prof. VON EICKSTEDT Breslau 
for his Veddah, Andamanese and Panyan measurements; to Dr. GUHA, 
Calcutta for his Kadar indices and for PORTMAN's and MOLEswOJUH's 
Andamanese indices; to Frau Or. S. MARTIN-OPPENHEIM for the individual 
data concerning the Semang and Sakai measured by her late husband, 
to Prof. R. BENNEn' BEAN for those of the Igorotes measured by him. 
I am indebted to the Board for Anthropological Research, University of 
Adelaïde, South~Australia for a large number of Australian indices, added 
to my Australian curve and to Dr. ED. QUISUMBING, chief of the National 
Museum Division, Manila, for the loan of several papers and data on 

the Aetas. 
I repeat my thanks to our countrym~p.: Dr. JULIEN, for his data con~ 

cerning the Efé Pygmies and for the indjvidual indices of his recently 
examined Cameroon Pygmies, the Bakolah or Badjeie; Dr. BIJLMER for 
his valuable data concerning the Tapiro and Pania mountain Pygmies from 
New Guinea; Miss KEERS for her Simbiring and Karo Batta measurements 
and Dr. TESCH for the individual figures about the To Pakawa. 

Mathematics. - Zum Triangulationsproblem I). By Prof. L. E. J. 
BIWUWER. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September .30, 19.39). 

§ 1. 

Unter einer geschlossenen p~dimensionalel1 Umgebungsmannigfaltig~ 

keit Rp verstehen wir eine katalogisiertkompakte Spezies, welche foIgende 
Eigenschaften besitzt: 

1. Rp enthält eine endliche Anzahl s von katalogisierten kompakten 
Teilspezies Hl, . .. , Hs, wob ei jedes Hl' topologisches Bild des Cartes i
schen Einheitskubus ist, d.h. durch p Koordinaten x;-, ... , x; (O:S; x; 1) 

eineindeutig und stetig beschrieben werden kann. Die Grenze van Hv, 
d.h. die Spezies derjenigen Punktkerne van H", die ein x"~=O oder ein . ~ 

x; = 1 besitzen, bezeichnen wir mit Lv. Das Innere van Hv) 
Spezies derjenigen Punktkerne van Hv, für welche 0<0 x;<o 1 (1 

bezeichnen wir ruit Kp. 
2. J edes Kv ist offen in Rp • 

3. Rp ist identisch ruit @3 (Kl, K2, ... , KB). 

d.h. die 

e:S;p), 

Alsdann kann eine solclle positive Zahl 'Y) 0> 0 angegeben werden, 
dass, wenn wir die Spezies derjenigen Punktkerne van H", für welche 
(s 3) 'Y) <0 x; <0 1 - (s + 3) 'Y) (1 e;::; p) ruit sKv bezeichnen, Rp eben~ 

falls ruit @3 (,,KI, ... , BKs) identisch ist. 
Die Spezies derjenigen Punktkerne.· van Hv, für welche (g + 3) 'Y) <0 

<0 x; <0 1-(g+3)'Y) (1 :S;e:S;p; O':::;;g s), bezeichnen wir ruit gHv. 
Die Spezies derjenigen Punktkerne· van H", für welche (3 -- g) 1) <0 

<üx;<ol-(3-g)'Y)(1 e:S;p;O g:S;2) bezeichnen wir ruit gH". 
Die Grenze van gHV bzw. gHv bezeichnen wir ruit IJLv bzw. IJLv. Das 

Innere van gHp bzw. gHv bezeichnen wir ruit gKV bzw. gK". 
Wir nennen Rp ditferenzierbar zl1sammenhängend, wenn für be-

1) Der lnhalt dieses Aufsatzes wurde vam Verf. in der 158. Jahresversammlung der 
Wiskundig Genootschap zu Amsterdam am 24. April 1937 vorgetragen. Wegen des 
fragmentarisch en Gharakters des Resultates sowie der intuiUonistisch nicht 'ganz vollen
deten Darstellungsform wurde van einer Veröffentlichung des Vortrags damals einstweilen 
Abstand genommen undzur erneuten Inangriffnahme des Gegenstandes hat der Verf. 
seitdem keine Gelegenheit gehabt. Weil ab er des Verf. Mitarbeiter Herr Dr. FREUDENTHAL, 

der dem erwähnten Vortrage s.z. beiwohnte, kürzJich den Wunsch geäussert hat, an 
denselben anzukuüpfen, sa hat der Verf. geglaubt. sich zur vorliegenden Veröffentlichung, 
die er sonst als verfrüht betrachten würde, entschliessen zu müssen. 




